(A) Schematic of the workflow used in the CATALYST package to generate a compensated file based on beads stained with single antibodies. The graphical outputs generated during the process are indicated above the steps. (B) Screen shot depicting the main features available with the Shiny app. The compensation module is used as an example. (C) Description of the automatic cutoff estimation for each individual population. The bar graphs indicate the distribution of cells relative to the barcode distance, and the dotted line corresponds to the yield upon debarcoding as a function of the applied separation cutoff. Data were fitted with a linear regression (blue line) and a three parameter log-logistic function (red line). The cutoff estimate is defined as the mean of estimates derived from both fits, weighted with the goodness of the respective fit (see STAR Methods). Figure S2 . Description of the specificities of spillover matrix calculation for mass cytometry data. Related to 155Gd  168Er  153Eu  175Lu  154Sm  151Eu  152Sm  160Gd  174Yb  166Er  158Gd  141Pr  170Er  142Nd  146Nd  150Nd  176Yb  149Sm  163Dy  147Sm  161Dy  164Dy  144Nd  171Yb  167Er  156Gd  143Nd  173Yb  172Yb  162Dy  145Nd  148Nd Overall spillover caused (A) Scatter plot displaying the means and standard deviations of the spillover measured the same day (blue), after three days (green), and after four months (red). The origin of spillover (metal impurity versus oxidation) is indicated. (B) Spillovers observed in single-stained beads in absence of compensation and upon compensation with each of seven different matrices acquired at the indicated time points are displayed as a dot plot. For each dataset, the average sum of squares is shown on top of the graph. (C) Spillovers observed in single-stained beads without and upon compensation with each of four matrices acquired at the indicated time points on the indicated instruments are displayed as a dot plot. The compensation performed with the compensation matrix provided by Fluidigm is also shown. For each dataset, the average sum of squares is shown on top of the graph. (D) Spillovers assessed for the individual relationships for the seven matrices acquired over 4 months, for the four matrices acquired on two different machines, and for the theoretical matrix provided by Fluidigm. Data are shown for M-1 and impurities (mean interaction > 0.5%), M+1 and impurities (>0.5%), impurities (>0.5%), and M+16 (all interactions). (E) Scatter plot showing the total amount of spillover in each individual channel for the seven matrices acquired over 4 months, for the four matrices acquired on two different machines, and for the theoretical matrix provided by Fluidigm. Spillover (%)
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166Er−>167Er 149Sm−>150Nd 163Dy−>164Dy 143Nd−>144Nd 147Sm−>148Nd 161Dy−>162Dy 156Gd−>157Gd 173Yb−>174Yb 167Er−>168Er 172Yb−>173Yb 145Nd−>146Nd 171Yb−>172Yb 162Dy−>163Dy (A) Spillover matrix calculated based on single isotope containing pixels. Values on the diagonals are one. Spillover is calculated only in potentially affected channels ( Figure S2D ). Numbers in the squares indicate percentages of spillover by channels in rows into channels in columns.
(B-E) Signal interference for the indicated interactions shown for two independent IMC measurements of single isotopes spotted on a slide. Box plots show the spillover values obtained across the 11 replicates performed in flow mass cytometry as described in Figure 5D . 
